
Upper School 2017/18  
Uniform/Dress Code Revisions in Yellow  
 
GIRLS  
Jackets/Coats/Sweaters/Sweatshirts     

 Parker black or gray fleece jacket or Parker black, hooded lined jacket 

 Solid black, white, cardinal or dark gray quarter zip, half zip, full zip, or button-up 
traditional/conservative style jacket.  Any writing or image must be small enough that it can be 
covered with a credit card. 

 Sweatshirts that are school-approved/team-issued/club-issued/ECS logo wear. 

 Parker cardinal or black pullover vest, Parker cardinal long sleeve pullover, or Parker cardinal or 
black button-up cardigan 

 Sweaters must be worn with a collared Parker uniform blouse or polo shirt 

 NOTE: Personal coats and jackets that do NOT meet the above uniform criteria may be worn to 
school, between classes, and to lunch, but NOT inside classrooms or in chapel. Any writing or image 
must be small enough to fit under a credit card  

 
BOYS  
Jackets/Coats/Sweaters/Sweatshirts  

 Black or navy traditional style blazer with ECS oxford collared shirt  

 Parker fleece jacket or Parker hooded lined jacket 

 Solid black, white, cardinal or dark gray quarter zip, half zip, full zip, or button-up 
traditional/conservative style jacket Any writing or image must be small enough to fit under a credit 
card  

 Sweatshirts that are school-approved/team-issued/club-issued/ECS logo wear. 

 Parker cardinal or black pullover vest or Parker cardinal long sleeve pullover sweater 

 Sweaters must be worn with a collared Parker uniform oxford or polo shirt. 

 NOTE: Personal coats and jackets that do NOT meet the above uniform criteria may be worn to 
school, between classes, and to lunch, but NOT inside classrooms or in chapel. Any writing or image 
must be small enough to fit under a credit card  

 
BOYS  
OPTION for Thursday (Chapel)  

 Parker uniform OR  

 Black or navy or dark gray traditional style blazer with dress-shoes and dress/collared shirt and 
ECS-approved tie (tie must be solid or a combination of the following colors:  black, cardinal, dark 
gray, navy or white  

 
BOYS and GIRLS  
OPTION for Friday (School Spirit)  

 Parker uniform OR  

 Parker bottom with ECS team polo/ECS House t-shirt/ECS Class t-shirt/ ECS club t-shirt  

 Athletic shoes OK on Fridays  


